
ABOUT ACCEPTEMAIL

AcceptEmail is theeasiest way to receive and pay bills and reminders for consumers and SMEs.Rather than a
notification to log in to a biller portal, customers receivereal-time payment requests via various messaging
solutions: email, mobile, QRor social media. In a few clicks, bills can be paid directly from the inbox,using online or

AcceptEmail at Utility Payment Conference in
Spokane, Washington, September 12-15
Faster payments from happier customers, dramatic reductions in operating costs, instant two-

way confirmations of payments received, no more cumbersome registrations or log-ins… these

are just a few of the advantages that AcceptEmail will be showing at the Utility Payment

Conference in Spokane, Washington, September 12-15.

AcceptEmail has a 95% market share of the utilities, telecommunications, insurance, and

consumer finance industries in the Netherlands. The attendees of the UPC will hear how

AcceptEmail’s consumer-centric way of digital bill payment also makes life easier for credit

professionals and budget-conscious executives. Customers pay their outstanding balances 50%

faster, while billing and reminder costs drop by up to 70%.

The company’s email-based Software-as-a-Service (SAAS) requires no registration, no log-in

and no download of apps. End-users can pay an AcceptEmail bill in under 30 seconds, straight

from the inbox on any device. An AcceptEmail never contains confidential information. After

payment, its status banner changes from blue to green in real-time, so both sender and recipient

know that payment was made.

Company

Two of their senior executives will be demonstrating the convenient, secure, pay-from-the-inbox

service at the AcceptEmail Expo Booth 410. Melanie Barteaux explains “Our service is great for

both recipients and billers. We reduce overhead and accelerate cash flow for businesses. And we

make paying bills a convenient, secure, fast and satisfying experience for their customers. ‘As

easy as email’ is our motto. We’re looking forward to meeting like-minded billers and partners

in Spokane.”

http://www.acceptemail.com/us/about-us
http://www.acceptemail.com/us/receive-acceptemail
http://paymentconference.com/
http://www.acceptemail.com/


mobile payment methods. No manual data (re)entry is involved,and the customer does not need to register or log-
in. Customers experience moreconvenience, with fewer steps to take and with real-time updates that show the
current status of the bill in the message itself.

AcceptEmail is the market leader for consumer remittances in Western Europe, serving approximately 600
clients. IntelligentHQ.com named the company one of Europe’s 50 Hottest FinTech Companies  in 2014.
Headquartered in Amsterdam, AcceptEmail has offices in Belgium, Germany, the UK, and New York.
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